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Learn to grow and design with succulents using the simple, step-by-step guidance in Essential

Succulents.In recent years, succulents have become increasingly popular for their low-

maintenance use as indoor decoration and in home gardening. In Essential Succulents,

budding succulent enthusiasts will gain the know-how needed to begin growing, decorating

with, and enjoying these amazing plants.From simple houseplants and drought-friendly

landscaping to decorative wreaths and trendy mason jar terrariums, Essential Succulents is the

ultimate guide to learning which succulents are best for beginners, along with a basic

understanding of how to care for and creatively design with them.Accompanied by beautiful

photography of the succulents and projects presented, Essential Succulents includes:50 easy-

to-grow succulents that can grow in a variety of environments, as well as a care guide and

arrangement tips for each.8 easy DIY projects that include step-by-step instructions and are

listed in order from easiest to more challenging.Guidance for growing indoor and container

succulents, including what they need to thrive—such as the right light, soil, and

irrigation.Instructions for creating outdoor succulent gardens that require minimal maintenance

and saves money on water.Whether you’ve never cared for succulents before, or are interested

in deepening your understanding of them, Essential Succulents will give you the confidence

you need to explore your succulent-growing passion.
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AuthorINTRODUCTIONWhat is a succulent? It’s not a scientific term, but rather a description

of plants that store water in their leaves, stems, or roots. Most have evolved in challenging

landscapes where they must rely on themselves to survive. I first witnessed their incredible

fortitude during the 1994 holiday season, when a friend gifted me a Haworthia fasciata. I still

have it today! Beyond its resilience, I marveled at its gorgeous stripes that looked like frosting,

and the delicate flower that opened at the end of its long stem. Soon after, my wife Amy, and I

began collecting cacti, aloes, and aeoniums in planters on our rooftop deck in San Francisco.

We were awed by the saturated blacks, greens, and yellows of the Aeonium ‘Sunburst’ and

Aeonium arboreum ‘Zwartkop,’ and wowed by the tubular, red-orange flowers that sprouted

from our Fan Aloe. We loved to sit on our rooftop in the afternoon sun and simply enjoy the

company of these plants.When we opened our succulent shop, we decided to call it

Succulence to evoke the richness of life embodied in these hardy plants. I was fascinated with

Opalina, whose flesh nearly defies description, with swirling pigments of blue, green, purple,

and pink dancing like watercolors beneath a frosty surface, and whose star-shaped yellow

blooms have the most improbable red triangles on their tips. As I began to make vertical

garden (see Glossary) art with succulents, I became enthralled with their willingness to live in

all sorts of environments. I crafted succulent terrariums and small container gardens that

entranced me with their miniature beauty. When I was asked if I could replicate them on a large

scale, I obtained a California state contractor's license and began landscaping outdoor

succulent gardens for many of my clients. Over the years, I have planted sedums and senecios

to fill planting beds, and cactus and Red Yucca as stand-alone focal points. I saw Agave

attenuata withstand direct sun, and gasterias and haworthias thrive in partial shade. I became

passionate about these “will-to-live” plants and their architectural forms, admirable strength for

survival, and natural ability to defy drought and neglect.Since we opened the shop in 2009,

Succulence has become an established destination for San Francisco plant lovers. My staff

and I have taught hundreds of workshops, created countless centerpieces for weddings and

fund-raising events, and brought succulents into our clients’ homes and offices through custom

plantings and landscaping services.I am thrilled to be able to share my succulent knowledge

with you in this book. We begin with information about 50 easy-to-grow succulents, then move

on to a basic understanding of these plants, how to care for them indoors and outside, and how

to propagate them and design with them. I also provide you with eight easy DIY projects to

help cultivate your skills, confidence, and creativity. My aim is to empower you on your

succulent-growing journey. After reading this book, you will have all the know-how you need to

keep these plants alive and healthy. Then the real fun begins!Chapter OneTHE 50 BEST

SUCCULENT VARIETIES FOR BEGINNERSOne of the greatest things about succulents is

that you can grow and enjoy them no matter where you live. Many can thrive outdoors in

extreme weather conditions, and some can live happily indoors as houseplants. Some will grow

very large; agaves can send out a flower that might reach 25 feet tall. Others, like the Gasteria

Dwarf Tongue, may never exceed 5 inches. As landscape greenery, succulents use less water

than other plant varieties and provide bold, artistic imagery for you and your neighbors. They

are also excellent housemates, not needing much more than a passing hello every week or

two, and providing you with steady companionship and occasionally pretty flowers. Succulents

are great plants to grow and admire, but their value doesn’t end there. Some are used as

medicines or for fire safety; some are made into beverages or even eaten as food.In this

chapter, you’ll find a collection of 50 easy-to-grow, easy-to-find hardy succulents that can thrive



in a variety of regions. I want your confidence and skill level to grow along with them, so I’ve

provided 11 categories of information for each plant, including a care guide and even

arrangement tips. Paired with knowledge of your indoor and outdoor environment, this guide

will provide all you need to choose the proper plants for any growing situation. Scan the guide

to determine what’s appropriate based on your hardiness zone, where you will be planting, and

how much sun and water the plants will need. I’ve also provided facts about each plant’s

geographic origins, tips for cultivation, and what kind of flowers each one will produce and

when. My goal is to get you as excited about succulents as I am. Follow my instructions, and

don’t be afraid to experiment. Sometimes we learn from things that don’t work out. The

important thing is to enjoy the process. Your succulent lifestyle awaits.SUCCULENT

BASICSSucculents don’t require a whole lot of care. Though it may seem counterintuitive, they

are actually stronger when neglected. It is easy to “over care” for them by providing too much

water or fertilizer. There are some variations in the care required for these plants, but many

general rules apply. Familiarize yourself with the basic guidelines below and you’ll soon

become a confident succulent cultivator. We will go into greater details on care in chapter

2.Watering can be kept to a minimum. Many succulent families emerged in areas of extreme

drought and can exist for long periods in that state. In general, succulents would much rather

be underwatered than overwatered. Container gardens, including any plants that are not

planted directly in the ground, need to be watered by hand or through an irrigation system.

Plants in the earth will start taking pretty good care of themselves by the time they fit in 6-inch

pots. Smaller plants may need regular water until they are established.Fertilization. A great

attribute of succulents is their ability to withstand neglect. While other types of plants

appreciate food and at times need it to continue to thrive, succulents evolved to take care of

themselves. There is a term we use to describe the pretty colors that appear when succulents

get extra sun, cold, or heat combined with a lack of water and fertilizer: stress. Fertilization can

be required if your plant is in older or non-augmented soil, but it is not needed often. A rule of

thumb is to feed succulents during the warm growth months that usually stretch from early

spring through late fall, though some plants will grow in the colder months. An example of a

winter-growing succulent is the aeonium, which is dormant (see Glossary) in summer.Pruning

and manicuring need only occur when you want to trim for appearance or propagation (see

Glossary). In some cases, growth may be stunted when there are many branches on a plant,

and that might be a time to prune. Manicuring is when you are pruning for shape. This cutting

can be accomplished by pinching off bits with your fingers or a sharp pair of garden scissors

below the rosette or set of leaves where the stem connects to a branch. An aeonium or aloe

might require larger tools, such as shears or clippers. Euphorbias secrete a toxic sap, so wear

gloves when pruning those plants.Propagation is when you grow new plants from an existing

one. This is part of the fun of succulents, which can often regrow themselves from just one leaf.

Many of the plant families propagate differently, from leaves and cuttings to offsets and

division. Try propagation when you want more plants for your home, gifts for friends, cuttings

for plant art, or to clear the plant of excessive growth. You can also compost extra pieces that

you don’t use. See chapter 4 for more specific propagation instructions.Acclimation. Succulents

need to be slowly acclimated to bright light if they have spent months inside. So give them a

little more light each day for a week or two before leaving them out in the heat completely. This

will prevent sunburns on the leaves that won’t heal.ECHEVERIA ‘BLUE ROSE’Echeveria x

imbricataFrequently grows hens and chicks–style (see Glossary). Will fill up an area nicely;

clumps in tight batches. Mexican native, like all echeveria.HARDINESS ZONE AND

TEMPERATURE RANGE9–11; ideally 40°F–70°F; however, they can survive very brief cold



spells down to about 20°F.IDEAL LIGHTINGFull sun, partial sunGROWING LOCATIONOutside

is best, though they will grow inside in a bright room with great sun.SIZE4–6" tall; 4–6"Special

Features: Pretty light blue color with pinkish edges. Very dramatic when orange-red flowers

bloom in sequence, yielding clumps of flowers for many weeks at a time.Care Instructions:

Outside: Very easy; needs little water and a soil that drains well. Indoors: water every two

weeks; let dry between waterings.Watch Out For: Without enough sun, most echeveria will

grow tall and leggy (see Glossary) as they look for the light. If they get too much water, a rot

could form under the soil that will kill the plant. Though they are pest-resistant, look out for

mealybugs and aphids, especially if grown outside.Arrangement Tips: Imbricata is fantastic in

rock gardens and as a companion plant to trees and larger succulents like aloe and agave.

These are good container garden plants, as they will fill up a space nicely with offsets over

time. As they propagate, they will press up tightly against one another, forming attractive

circular patterns.ECHEVERIA ‘LIPSTICK’Echeveria agavoidesMimics the appearance of an

agave, with single-spine, pointy-tipped leaves. Easy to care for; makes lots of offsets. Gives

nice flowers. Native to Mexico, Central America, and some parts of South

America.HARDINESS ZONE AND TEMPERATURE RANGE9–11; 45°F–75°FIDEAL

LIGHTINGFull sun, partial sunGROWING LOCATIONOutside is best; indoors must have bright

sun. Not prone to legginess (see Glossary) like many other echeveria.SIZE6" tall; up to 12"

wideSpecial Features: Gorgeous green color, with thick, pointed leaves that get bright red on

the edges (thus its name). It will get much redder depending on the amount of sun exposure;

this is a great example of how a plant looks when “ stressed” (see Glossary). It has pretty red

flowers with yellow tips.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “"Essential" is the Key Word. This is a book that you CAN judge by its

cover. Quite simply, this is an essential guide for anyone interested in succulents. This is not

your average "how-to book." This is a resource that is not only informative, it inspires the

reader to learn and put that knowledge into practice. The design itself is sumptuous which

belies its pure function and utility. Organized by popular species with at-a-glance facts paired

with detailed care, planting, and propagation instructions, the book leads the reader to indoor

and outdoor design tips and a variety of fun and imaginative projects from birdfeeders to

boutonnieres.”

WN, “Savior. This just landed on my... eyeballs... just in time. I was looking for a book like this

two days ago and it wasn't even out yet. So, patiently, I waited to download this kindle version.

I'm glad kindle now allows scrolling because it just makes the photos and text flow well. I've...

killed... my share of succulents and it seems like this could be my succulent savior. I feel like a

student again carrying around flashcards, only less weight to carry. The photos and

descriptions of each succulent is clear and concise so far. Thank you plant deities (Mother

Earth?!) for leading me to this.”

Lee, “Must Have. This book is well written, ease for beginners to grasp with images that are

relevant. The acquired love for succulent indoor gardening never was imagined would been

until my adult daughter asked to watch over her indoor gardening of a variety of cacti and

succulents while travelling for business. I became attached quickly to these darlings and

humbled by how little I knew and perplexed to her insistence to her watering regimen. I bought

this book to understand and since use it myself many times new to buying my own few cacti

and plants. She arrived seeing this display beautiful covered book and my greatitude for

inspiring this little hobby admittedly, green thumb failure I have been known! Having this book

and opportunities to regain confidence because of it has given ambiance of live plants with my

nitche of an art for silk arrangement making decor . She actually is far more experienced and

desired owning the same book!!”

Heather Stephens, “Awesome information!. I've loved succulents for years. I've purchased

them, planted them and hoped they grow well, but I can't name most of what I've got in my

garden. This book helps with that. This book is filled with great info, beautiful representative

pictures and reads like you're listening to a friend tell you something interesting things about

something you like. I really enjoyed it. It's comfortable and accessible. I've already

recommended Mr. Shelf's excellent book to friends and family.”

Heather Mitchell, “Amazing!!. Amazing book for beginners!! Been looking for a book for

beginners, not just a tutorial book. This one explains how to take care of succulents and also

has a bunch of succulents for beginners and how to take care of them. Can’t say enough good

things about this book.”



Mary, “GREAT INFORMATION. Love, love, love this little book. Just starting in succulents,

needed to be able to identify what I bought. Full of concise, easy to access info for each plant

illustrated plus caring for, propagating and creating designs. I have referred back to it over and

over with great success. 50 of the more common plants. Kindle edition: Found that if I go to the

Photo Gallery in the back of book to find picture of plant I want to know about that then I can

click and it will take you straight to info instead of starting at front and working back through all

plants listed.”

claire c., “If your new to succulents , it’s great. If not save your money.. Great info, but not for

some won who is already envoved. To basic, not enough info for labeling plants, we already

have.”

S. A. Griffiths, “Very good photos-. Good book, good information but it’s not relevant to the UK

which is a big downfall.entirely different climate”

ElizabethG, “Easy to read. This book is very atttractively set out, beautifully illustrated and full

of information, especially for a first timeowner of succulents. I was given three succulents

recently - I have never had any before so this book has been very useful from the start and is

going to be very helpful in the future.”

GerryL, “Easy to read. I was introduced to succulents by a friend and I have planted some in

my newly created rockery. This book has given me a good basic knowledge for what I have

planned for next Spring.”

gemmalovell, “Great Purchase.. This was a gift for a cactus novice, they were really pleased

with the nice photos and great growing advice. Recommended.”

k.m.m, “Good reference for varieties of succulents. Lots of info on different types of succulents

but not much on propagation. Which i hsve found is the same with all the books ive brought off

amazon”

The book by Ken Shelf has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,616 people have provided feedback.
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